VI PIACTON INTERNATIONAL MUSIC FESTIVAL

This festival is a reference in the west of Asturias (Spain), an area where nature and culture offer a perfect combination of music and holidays.

The organization is looking for young musicians, from 16 to 25 years old, or Family Consorts, with a high level on playing their instruments as well as to be able of singing and improvising.

Its VI Edition will take place between 24th and 30th July 2016.

The invitation consists in playing three concerts in three different towns and taking part at the common workshop, known as “Conjunto Festival”, where all the musicians toghether rehearse along the week, preparing some repertory for the final concert. One of the scores will be a first release of a now days composer.

Singers and all the instruments are required except piano

Travel expenses, accomodation and fullboard are included.

We encourage interested musicians to send us their recordings to piantonfestivaldemusica@gmail.com until January 10th 2016.

For further information go to http://www.piantonfestival.com/ and on our Piantón Festival facebook page.

We look forward to hearing from your proposals.
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